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ABSTRACT

Speech recognition technologies have been improved significantly during the past decade. Among different
recognition tasks, the Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) is still one of the most
challenging topics. The most recognized benchmark of the progress is the DARPA annual speech
recognition evaluations. In this talk we will first present an overview of DARPA sponsored evaluations,
then we will discuss the opportunities and challenges speech community are facing.

Recent years witnessed the migration of speech systems from labs to market places; making speech
recognition be part of people’s daily life is no longer a far fetch vision. Ranged from data entry (dictation)
tasks to telephony based information services, speech technology is becoming more and more practical and
useful. The DARPA speech evaluation administrated by National Institute of Standards & Technology
(NIST), coupled with millions of dollars of research funding, has served its unique role in promoting the
advancement of speech technology. From Navy Resource Management (RM) task to Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) task, and to the most recent Switchboard task (Telephone conversation) and Broadcast News (BN)
task, the tasks’ complexities and difficulties constantly challenged the limits of the recognition algorithms
and commonly available computing powers. The major research breakthroughs and the best benchmark
results for these tasks during the past evaluations will be presented.

The second part of this talk will discuss the technical challenges and opportunities in making speech to be
part of people’s life. Although the progress so far achieved is very encouraging, however speech technology
is still not mature enough to satisfy ordinary users needs. Speech is still fragile. Rather than to be a solved
problem, there are plenty of things needs to be done or even needs to be understood in speech even as it is
today. Speech research still has both scientific interest and practical need. For example when compared to
human, the following issues still remain largely open to the best of our knowledge: (1) how to adapt a
system quickly to a novel user or new acoustic environment, (2) how to handle new words and the related
language modeling issue, (3) how to do reliable confidence measure and rejection, and (4) how to interact
with users in an intuitive and concise way. In the final part of the talk we will give a very brief introduction
of Intel China Research Center’s research focus as we are new in this area.


